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Objective

Seek employment in a professional environment which allows me to utilize my skills and talents 
while interacting with people. Communicate effectively, and I am motivated and able to organize 
efficiently in any setting. Have a deep interest and talent in creative and artistic outlets and 
projects.

Skills

MS Word, Outlook, Adobe, Summation.

Work Experience

Litigation Clerk
ABC Corporation  1992 – 1994 
 Performed entry-level paralegal tasks in support of two Paralegals and two Partners in a large 

commercial and business litigation practice.
 Organized large-volume case files.
 Summarized medical records and depositions.
 Attended document productions.
 Maintained computer databases on class action cases using the Summation program.
 Assisted in compiling case law in support of various legal briefs.
 Responded to interrogatories and requests to produce.

Litigation Clerk
Delta Corporation   –  
 Prepared, documented, packed, and moved evidence and paperwork that supported large 

litigation cases to storage Managed limited space within Norwest .
 Researched and synthesized law for the drafting of legal documents including law regarding 

the First Amendment; Fourth Amendment; Fourteenth .
 Drafted appeals briefs, motions for summary judgment, and interrogatories for legal 

proceedings in which municipalities and municipal officials are .
 Delivered legal documents to clerk office at the United States District Court for the Eastern 

District of Arkansas and Arkansas Supreme Court.
 Processed documents for privileged and critical categories Compiled document logs, 

organized document library Trained document clerks, new hires for .
 Duties included trial preparation; case data research and organization; deposition material 

preparation; expert report reviews and edits, document .
 Prepared and filed responsive pleadings, court documents and forms, scheduling depositions 

as well as coordinating mediation dates, and requested .

Education

Paralegal Certificate
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